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How Do We Answer 
the Hard Questions?
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Technological Context

Continued advances in simulation capabilities
Exponential growth, doubling time 18 months

Large increases in quantities of data
Exponential growth, doubling time 12 months

Dramatic increases in network connectivity
Exponential growth

Value ∝ (number of participants)2 ?
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Leveraging Network Effects
in Simulation

Facing an avian flu outbreak, I want to 
study the epidemiology of avian flu …

I search for relevant models, data sets, 
validation methods, past simulation results

I compose these diverse components, run 
simulations, apply validation methods

I publish my codes & results

Others evaluate, annotate, criticize, apply, 
modify, extend, my models and results

Hypothesis: “we” detect errors more 
rapidly, & arrive at truth more rapidly
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We Need New Tools:
(1) Simulation

Higher-level programming
“MatLab for biology, 
nanoscience, …”

… and for petascale data 
and simulation

More robust simulation tools
“No mechanical expertise 
required” SERVICE

COMPUTATION 
SOON

“Civilization advances by extending 
the number of important operations 

which we can perform without 
thinking about them.” — Whitehead
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We Need New Tools:
(2) Communities

Tools for building communities
Repositories, collaborative tagging, …

Reuse of components, results, protocols
Auto-documentation of provenance

Separation of concerns in service authoring 
and hosting 

Services tools and infrastructure 
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MyExperiment

www.myexperiment.org
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Provenance
Capture information about relationships among

Data (varying locations and representations)

Programs (& inputs, outputs, constraints)

Computations (& execution environments)

Apply this information to:
Discovery of data and programs

Computation management

Provenance

Planning, scheduling,
performance 
optimization

Data

Program Computation

operates-on

execution-of

created-by
consumed-by

A Virtual Data System for Representing, Querying & Automating Data Derivation [SSDBM02]
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Service-Oriented Science

People create services (data or functions) …

which I discover (& decide whether to use) …

& compose to create a new function ... 

& then publish as a new service.

I find “someone else” to host services, 
so I don’t have to become an expert in 
operating services & computers!

I hope that this “someone else” can 
manage security, reliability, scalability, …

!!
“Service-Oriented Science”, Science, 2005
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caBIG: sharing of infrastructure, applications, 
and data

Service-Oriented Science
& Cancer Biology

http://www3.cancer.gov/cancercenters/centerslist.html
http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=www.nature.com/nsu/010215/images/mouse.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.nature.com/nsu/010215/010215-1.html&h=152&w=159&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dmouse%26svnum%3D10%26hl%3Den%26lr%3D%26ie%3DUTF-8%26sa%3DN
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Network Effects
and Web 2.0

Software as services
Data- & computation-rich
network services

Services as platforms
Easy composition of services to create new 
capabilities (“mashups”)—that themselves 
may be made accessible as new services

Enabled by massive infrastructure buildout
Google projected to spend $1.5B on 
computers, networks, and real estate in 2006

Many others are spending substantially

Paid for by advertising

Declan 
Butler,
Nature
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The Role of Computer Science

“Applied computer science is 
now playing the role that 
mathematics did from the 
17th through the 20th 
centuries: providing an 
orderly, formal framework 
and exploratory apparatus 
for other sciences”

— George Djorgovski
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“Soon, my friends,   
you will look at a 
child's homework —
and see nothing to 
eat. ”

Bernard Chazelle
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